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ABSTRACT 
Design Exploration: Engaging a Larger User Population. (August 2007) 
John Michael Moore, B.S., Texas A&M University;  
M.S., Southwest Texas State University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Frank M. Shipman, III 
 
Software designers must understand the domain, work practices, and user 
expectations before determining requirements or generating initial design mock-ups. 
Users and other stakeholders are a valuable source of information leading to that 
understanding. Much work has focused on design approaches that include users in the 
software development process. These approaches vary from surveys and questionnaires 
that garner responses from a population of potential users to participatory design 
processes where representative users are included in the design/development team. The 
Design Exploration approach retains the remote and asynchronous communication of 
surveys while making expression of feedback easier by providing users alternatives to 
textual communication for their suggestions and tacit understanding of the domain. To 
do this, visual and textual modes of expression are combined to facilitate communication 
from users to designers while allowing a broad user audience to contribute to software 
design. One challenge to such an approach is how software designers make use of the 
potentially overwhelming combination of text, graphics, and other content.  
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The Design Exploration process provides users and other stakeholders the Design 
Exploration Builder, a construction kit where they create annotated partial designs. The 
Design Exploration Analyzer is an exploration tool that allows software designers to 
consolidate and explore partial designs. The Analyzer looks for patterns based on textual 
analysis of annotations and spatial analysis of graphical designs, to help identify 
interesting examples and patterns within the collection. Then software designers can use 
this tool to search and browse within the exploration set in order to better understand the 
task domain, user expectations and work practices. Evaluation of the tools has shown 
that users will often work to overcome expression constraints to convey information. 
Moreover, the mode of expression influences the types of information garnered. 
Furthermore, including more users results in greater coverage of the information 
gathered. These results provide evidence that Design Exploration is an approach that 
collects software and domain information from a large group of users that lies 
somewhere between questionnaires and face to face methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
When creating interactive software, designers must understand the domain, work 
practices, and user expectations before determining formal requirements or generating 
initial design mock-ups. Users and other stakeholders are a valuable source of 
information leading to that understanding. The early phases of software development are 
an ideal time to get input from a large segment of users. During this time, requirements 
information is gathered for analysis prior to the formation of any formal requirement 
specifications or initial designs. Gathered information can be integrated into the 
development process much more cheaply here than at later stages. 
Much work has focused on design approaches that include users in the software 
development process. These approaches vary from surveys and questionnaires that 
garner responses from a population of potential users to participatory design processes 
where representative users are included as members of the design/development team. 
Questionnaires and surveys reach a large number of users but have a low rate of return 
and often elicit limited details when they are returned. On the other hand, participatory 
design generates rich feedback but the number of users is limited to a few representative 
users due to time limitations and costs.  
This dissertation investigates an approach that lies between these extremes called 
“Design Exploration”. The goal is to provide a communication medium to elicit more 
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information than surveys while maintaining a low-overhead per participating user. While 
not meant to generate the rich information provided via participatory design or other 
methods requiring face-to-face meetings, it can be used to validate and enhance feedback 
from such a process. Addressing this middle ground provides a technique that broadens 
the number of users that can contribute to software design. 
The effectiveness of the various approaches to including users relies on the 
success of communication. In fact, it is often failed communication that leads to 
inadequate requirements specifications [Potts et al. 1994]. This is often exacerbated for 
communication that does not occur in face-to-face situations. While face-to-face 
communication does allow for the repair of communication breakdowns [Suchman 
1987], the role users see themselves taking in this interaction can alter the expression 
and elicitation of design information [Boland 1978]. 
This approach retains the remote and asynchronous communication of surveys 
while making authoring of feedback easier by providing users alternatives to textual 
communication for expressing their suggestions and tacit understanding of the domain. 
Combining visual and textual modes of expression facilitates communication from users 
to designers. Providing this communication in reference to an artifact can facilitate 
expression by allowing "design by doing" [Ehn 1988]. Glenberg and McDaniel [1992] 
have noted that integrating spatial and linguistic information is a requirement for 
effective communication. 
The Design Exploration process provides users and other stakeholders a 
construction kit where they create annotated partial designs consisting of windows, 
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widgets and textual explanations. The volume of expressions produced by users can 
become quite large. Manually analyzing each user’s set of windows, widgets and 
annotations would be time consuming and costly. Clearly, assistance in the analysis 
phase of this process is vital for this method to be successful. To address this need an 
exploration tool allows software designers to search and browse the collection of partial 
designs in order to better understand the task domain, user expectations and work 
practices. Searching and browsing is supported by textual analysis of annotations and 
spatial analysis of graphical designs. These help identify interesting examples and trends 
within the collection.  
To explore the potential of the Design Exploration process, two tools were 
developed. The Design Exploration Builder allows end users to construct annotated 
partial designs to express their understanding of the software’s use. The Design 
Exploration Analyzer provides a software designer access to a set of annotated partial 
designs and the ability to navigate between designs based on textual and spatial analysis 
of the information provided by users. The benefits and difficulties associated with each 
of these two tools were evaluated via human subject experiments. 
Section 2 overviews prior work on including users in software design and 
requirements gathering. Section 3 presents the Design Exploration approach in the 
abstract while Sections 4 and 5 describe the Design Exploration Builder and Design 
Exploration Analyzer respectively. Section 6 presents the study of the Design 
Exploration Builder, and Section 7 presents the study of the Design Exploration 
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Analyzer. Section 8 describes open issues and future work. Conclusions of this 
investigation of the Design Exploration approach are in Section 9. 
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2. INCLUDING USERS IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Although common in the past, it is now rare for interactive software to be 
developed without involving users in some way. It is relatively easy to involve a small 
number of users in a meaningful way; however, as the number of user participants 
increases, it becomes more difficult for user input to occur in more than a cursory 
manner. 
For any software development effort, some type of requirements collection and 
analysis is necessary to define the system. Since errors from this phase can profoundly 
affect later phases of software development and quality of the final product, it is also 
viewed as the most critical step [Dardenne et al. 1991]. Further, the measure of a 
system’s quality depends on how well what is built matches the requirements 
[Finkelstein 1994]. Frequently, the documented requirements become the template for 
developing and then evaluating the success or failure of the final system. However, not 
all requirements (i.e. expectations) that users will employ to evaluate a system have been 
identified, documented or allowed to emerge. Users may also have unstated or implicit 
expectations that they mistakenly believe are fulfilled by other requirements. These 
undocumented requirements can stem from tacit knowledge, i.e. knowledge that users do 
not know that they have or are unable to express [Polanyi 1966]. Regardless, these 
undocumented requirements are used to measure the success or failure of the final 
system and might be more important than documented requirements. 
Stakeholders, those who have a vested interest in a project, are the information 
source for requirements. It becomes vital that the requirements be specified and analyzed 
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in sufficient detail so that they more completely match the expectations of all 
stakeholders or that requirements are allowed to emerge through the development 
process. Getting a stable set of user requirements is further complicated by the fact that 
requirements are rarely static and continue to change throughout the software 
development process [Curtis et al. 1988]. Furthermore, requirements will appear to 
fluctuate when based on an incomplete requirements analysis. Various requirements 
elicitation approaches provide different ways that help users express their implicit 
requirements and unlock their tacit knowledge. Regardless, capturing more information 
early can help stakeholders converge on a more stable set of requirements, thus reducing 
the number of requirements changes needed throughout the software development 
process. 
2.1 Communication 
Effective communication is crucial for a successful system, especially when 
determining requirements [Holtzblatt and Beyer 1995]. Consequently, it is often failed 
communication that is behind inadequate requirements specifications that lead to the 
failure of a system [Potts et al. 1994]. Communication between stakeholders, including 
users and developers, must convey all the information necessary to create a software 
system. 
Methods for eliciting requirements and developing software occur in a particular 
communication context that influences the outcomes of resulting information exchanges. 
Factors affecting context include whether users and developers are together or are in 
different locations, whether interactions are synchronous or asynchronous, when in 
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software development the communication occurs, the number of individuals involved in 
the communication, the role of users, and the modality of communication (e.g. textual or 
graphical). Naturally, there are trade offs so no single technique can utilize the strengths 
of each factor.  
2.1.1 Specificity 
User expectations range from high-level functional requirements to fine-grained 
procedural expectations that describe how the system will behave. It is possible to fulfill 
a set of functional requirements in multiple ways using different instantiations of 
procedural requirements or behaviors. 
The initial requirements are often a set of broad ranging goals stated at 
conception. Frequently, these conceptual requirements motivate the development of a 
given software package. Those initiating software development generally know the basic 
tasks that need to be performed as well as their ideas about how the software should 
"feel" when used. The requirements, specified at this level, are functional requirements 
that give little indication regarding the procedural requirements that are entailed. The 
procedural requirements comprise the set of processes that need to be automated and 
integrated with the practices of end users. Getting input from end users about procedural 
requirements can be just as important as the functional requirements. 
2.1.2 User Role 
End users take on different roles within the context of approaches that collect 
software expectations. Some approaches provide needed information but place the user 
in the role of informant rather than participant [Muller et al. 1993]. In such situations the 
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software developer is the expert and end users provide information for them. Users can 
also be seen as experts while acting as an information source. Recognizing the primacy 
of users in interactive software systems, there has been a push to place users on equal 
footing with software developers. While some approaches lend themselves better to one 
perspective or the other, users’ perception of their role can still be influenced by how 
they are introduced to the interaction [Boland 1978]. 
2.1.2.1 Participatory Design 
Many software development processes have been shifting towards participatory 
design (PD), where users take a more active role [Carroll et al. 1997]. PD, also known as 
Scandinavian Design, is defined by two features [Ehn 1993]. The first is democracy, 
power and control in the workplace. “People who are affected by a decision or event 
should have an opportunity to influence it.” [Schuler and Namioka 1993] The second is 
the inclusion of skilled users in the design of software under the premise that their 
participation can improve quality.  
One major advantage of PD is that participants form a personal stake in the 
product and are more likely to work to make it succeed. It helps develop a sense of 
ownership within the user community. As with interviews and task analyses, PD requires 
user time, can be difficult to schedule and can be costly. 
PD can occur at different points in software design, including testing, 
requirements elicitation and any other activity that involves users and gives them power 
during software development [Muller et al. 1993]. 
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2.1.3 Communication Modalities 
People communicate through various modalities. Frequently, this communication 
is verbal or textual. Even when using verbal expression, communication is enhanced and 
even altered by visual cues such as facial expression, body language and gestures. 
Moreover, auditory inflections and intonations can alter the meaning of the textual 
content conveyed. Another mode manifests as graphical and spatial expression. Sketches 
and drawings provide avenues of communication that might be difficult or impossible to 
convey using text alone. Graphical constructs alone do not always communicate what 
they mean until they are learned. Meanings of signs, even those that have a strong iconic 
component, are often not understood a priori. So they must first be explained to be 
understood. Text can reduce such ambiguity found with graphical communication and 
allow viewers to learn the meaning of graphical expressions. 
People have various styles of communication utilizing different modalities. For 
example, some people give verbal driving directions while others draw maps and still 
others write out text. Moreover, some modalities are better suited for conveying certain 
types of information. It is difficult for people to textually describe practices that they do 
not normally describe, and if they do, their descriptions are unlikely to accurately 
represent the practice [Goguen and Linde 1993]. So, constraining people to any one 
mode of communication will inhibit the successful expression of information across a 
diverse population. When users can take advantage of their preferred modes of 
expression or modes that more closely match what they are trying to describe, they can 
more fully convey information. 
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2.1.4 Locality and Temporality 
Much of the ambiguity encountered through a written mode of communication 
can be resolved through synchronous interactions. Through these interactions a rich set 
of information is available for use and interpretation. On top of the language itself, facial 
expression, body language and intonation provide depth of meaning to the language. 
Also, the process whereby individuals check for understanding and repair breakdowns in 
communication occurs more quickly in face-to-face meetings than outside of that context 
[Suchman 1987]. Face-to-face communication has many benefits. However, these 
interactions may limit the exchange of some information due to the influence of the 
software designer on the end user and the end user’s role in the interaction. The end user 
can be guided down a specific path that matches a particular interest or expectation of 
the software designer. 
In today’s global community, stakeholders are more and more likely to be spread 
across geographically disparate areas. The most effective techniques require face-to-face 
interactions (synchronous in time and location). These are expensive in time and often 
require co-location. Technology for supporting synchronous communication for 
individuals in different locations can range from a telephone, to video conferencing to 
chat programs online. Although technology for facilitating synchronous interactions are 
continually improving, many of the affordances of face-to-face interactions are lost or 
poorly imitated and might even increase the time needed for successful communication. 
While these technologies can sometimes bypass certain social protocols, it is unclear 
whether this negatively or positively influences the interaction. For these reasons, crucial 
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interactions between end-users and software developers may be limited, given only “lip 
service” to fulfill a contractual obligation or not even happen. This happens in spite of 
the fact that approximately half of software project failures in the United States and 
Europe are attributed to requirements problems [Lamsweerde 2000]. 
2.2 Approaches 
One example of a tool that works to reduce the time required for requirements 
gathering is the Requirements Apprentice (RA) [Reubenstein and Waters 1991]. RA 
develops a coherent internal representation of a requirement from an initial set of 
disorganized, imprecise statements. The initial set of data input by the software engineer 
is based on interviews with end users. RA does not interact directly with end users to 
avoid “the syntactic complexity of natural language input.” Although RA works to 
provide a better set of initial requirements, it still relies on other methods for initial 
requirements acquisition. 
Another tool that assists requirements elicitation is KAOS [Dardenne et al. 
1991]. KAOS supports goal-directed concept acquisition which focuses on higher level 
goals rather than more detailed procedural requirements. The authors view elicitation 
with this tool “as a cooperative learning task between clients and analysts.” This is 
because requirements acquisition is driven by a formal model that clients must learn. 
These as well as other techniques are available for elicitation and refinement of 
requirements [Goguen and Linde 1993; Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000]. These 
approaches frequently focus on the representation of requirements information and 
techniques to elicit the information needed for that representation. While getting formal 
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representations of requirements can be important, the constraints of formal 
representations can negatively affect what information is collected [Shipman and 
Marshall 1999]. 
2.2.1 Interviews and Questionnaires 
Questionnaires/surveys and interviews are traditional techniques for acquiring 
information from users [Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000]. Goguen and Linde [1993] 
categorize all of the above as types of interviews. According to this perspective, a 
questionnaire is an interview without synchronous face-to-face interaction.  
Questionnaires can include questions with varying levels of specificity. Specific 
questions include focused short answer, multiple choice questions and attitudinal 
measures (e.g. Likert scale). While they tend to make answers easier to collate for 
interpretation, such questions can bring assumptions about the domain or design to 
users’ awareness. They also limit responses to those provided which further enforces 
assumptions written into the question. More open-ended questions are less likely to lead 
respondents in a particular direction (whether intentionally or not), but interpreting 
results presents a challenge. Open-ended questions such as “What should this tool do for 
you?” will result in a list of features but not how these features are interrelated [Moore 
and Shipman 2000]. While users know the functions that the software should include, 
they do not explicate the fine-grained procedural behavior that they desire. One reason 
for this omission is that they may believe that the high-level functional descriptions of 
their tasks entail the detailed procedural steps and processes that are not made explicitly.  
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Regardless of a question’s specificity, the words printed on the questionnaire will 
be interpreted differently by each respondent [Suchman and Jordan 1990] further 
hindering successful communication. Additionally, individuals feel they are 
communicating with another person when responding to a questionnaire. This 
communication assumes a shared background knowledge that supports the exchange of 
information. However, when attempting to elicit detailed procedural information, these 
assumptions can inhibit the successful exchange of ideas. The user may not verbalize 
pertinent information with the assumption that the person reading the questionnaire 
already knows these things. So, getting useful and necessary information from users is 
inherently difficult and compounded by the inexact nature of language. 
Survey interviews, open ended interviews and focus groups can be used as an 
alternative to written questionnaires. Survey interviews are similar to questionnaires but 
where answers are collected by an interviewer rather than through written responses. 
Open ended interviews are more exploratory, but do not lend themselves to the types of 
quantitative data that can be collected in questionnaires and surveys. Focus groups can 
be seen as an open ended interview with a group of people. In all of these cases the 
interviewer can take advantage of the affordances of face-to-face interaction to get more 
meaningful results from users. Where these interviews are done on the phone, visual 
cues are lost, but affordances such as tone, volume, clarification and communication 
repair can still occur. 
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2.2.2 Ethnography and Task Analysis 
Ethnographic approaches collect information by observing what workers do. 
These observations can identify how tasks are actually performed in the real world 
verses idealized or rationalized versions given when people asked how tasks are 
performed. End users may not even be aware of practices that observers identify. 
Ethnographic analysis gives a software designer access to many of the rich features of 
human communication mentioned above. Unfortunately, people may break from the 
routine that the observer is trying to capture when they know or are reminded that they 
are being observed. As a result discussion of work practices frequently does not occur 
until follow-up interviews. 
The think-aloud technique tries to get users to communicate what they are 
thinking as they perform a task. This might not be valuable for pure task analysis since 
the talking interferes with the performance of tasks and descriptions probably will not 
match the reality as noted earlier. However, it does potentially provide access to useful 
information when the process is better understood [Nielsen et al. 2002]. 
One approach that combines ethnography and interviews is contextual inquiry. In 
this approach the interviewer follows a user at work [Beyer and Holtzblatt 1999]. As the 
user performs tasks, the interviewer asks questions to understand the actions. After the 
interview, a team (which may not include the user observed) interprets the information 
gathered. Holtzblatt and Beyer [2003] have developed InContext, a tool to assist this 
process. 
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Viller and Sommerville [1999] present modifications of ethnography to integrate 
it into the requirements engineering process. These modifications address issues of time, 
modeling of data, and process to transform it into a more formal method for 
requirements engineering. 
Task analysis is the primary focus for design activities [Wilson and Johnson 
1995] in task-based design. ADEPT is a software tool to support this approach by 
modeling tasks and tracking requirements. Moreover, users participate in the task 
analysis process.  
Ethnography and task analysis provide information about current work practices. 
However, too much focus on current practices can blind the identification and 
development of transcendent practices. Regardless, all of these practices require a lot of 
time per user observed/included and thus tend to include few users. 
2.2.3 Prototyping 
Prototyping provides a way of “interacting” with systems that have not yet been 
built. This is beneficial because many issues can be resolved before building the final 
interface. Prototyping can be either low or high fidelity. High fidelity prototypes look 
very much like a polished interface and functionality is created to accurately simulate the 
feel of the application. For this reason, as users interact with the prototype issues are 
easy to identify. However, users might perceive this as being a finished system and they 
can be expensive to create. There is also danger of coding compromises made to create a 
prototype quickly persisting to the final system along with its failings. 
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Low fidelity prototypes have an obvious appearance of being incomplete. 
Because they are cheaper to create, multiple designs can be created. However, they are 
easier to change and users are more likely to suggest changes than with a more finished 
interface. These characteristics make it very useful for the early stages of requirements 
gathering [Rudd et al. 1996]. Since the interaction is not well defined they tend to be 
demonstrated to users rather than having users interact with the prototype. Consequently, 
interaction issues may not be identified.  
Low fidelity prototypes, sometimes called mock ups, are frequently done on 
paper and therefore the resulting information is not easily transferred into computing 
systems. To address this issue SILK allows designers to sketch interfaces and uses 
sketch recognition to identify the components of the interface [Landay 1996; Landay and 
Myers 2001]. 
In many mock up techniques users respond to prototypes created by designers. 
However, in the spirit of participatory design, users can be the creators of mock ups. In 
PICTIVE [Muller 1991; Muller et al. 1993] users and designers work together using post 
it notes and objects acting as interface components to build an interface on a physical 
shared table space. Whereas PICTIVE requires physical co-location, TelePICTIVE 
[Miller et al. 1992] and PICTIOL [Farrell et al. 2006] moves the shared space to a 
collaborative computer application. While GUI developers are still involved, the tool is 
tailored to “naive" users so they can participate. 
Prototypes can be incorporated as the focus of discussion for other requirements 
gathering approaches. For example Sutcliffe [1995] uses a prototype in a group 
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discussion format to evaluate interface alternatives and identify additional requirement 
issues. 
2.2.4 Scenarios 
“Scenarios can be thought of as stories that illustrate how a perceived system will 
satisfy a user’s needs.” [Holbrook 1990] Scenarios tend to use generic agents and actors. 
Consequently, when used by software developers they struggle to visualize the impact of 
design decisions since the consequences on users are abstract and choices can be 
rationalized by saying “what if.” Bødker [2000] notes it is easier to apply common sense 
to a caricature than to something that is “middle ground.” Along this same vein, 
personas have become a popularized mainly due to Cooper’s The Inmates are Running 
the Asylum [2004]. Grudin and Pruitt [2000] make an argument that encourages persona 
use while still taking advantage of user participation. 
Scenarios situate users to help them think through design alternatives [Kyng 
1995]. Since users are not designers, Kyng suggests some kind of scaffolding to support 
scenario based design. Potts proposes one approach to doing this called ScenIC which is 
an inquiry driven approach based on characteristics of user memory [Potts 1999]. 
Regardless, scenarios are used for requirements elicitation [Chin et al. 1997; 
Holbrook 1990; Potts 1999]. Moreover, scenarios are advocated for the entire design 
process [Carroll 2000]. 
2.2.5 Summary 
While a rich source of requirements these approaches where users participate can 
be time consuming as they require users and software designers to be co-located in time 
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and space. The related scheduling issues can draw out the requirements analysis process, 
lengthening the overall software development time-table. In some approaches, there 
must be more than one or even ongoing regular meetings. This further increases the 
overhead including scheduling. 
Some level of face-to-face interactions with users is necessary in most software 
design. These meetings would be aided if the initial set of requirements represented a 
more detailed representation of user expectations. A tool that allows initial requirements 
gathering to occur outside the realm of face-to-face interactions while generating a richer 
initial set of requirements has the potential to reduce the amount of user time actually 
needed. 
The problem remains that requirements gathering methods tend to fall into two 
categories: those which produce rich results but are expensive (in time and money) and 
those that are less expensive but also less informative. 
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3. APPROACH: DESIGN EXPLORATION 
The approach presented here, called Design Exploration, provides a way of 
including users in software design that is between the extremes of collecting limited 
information from a large number of users and rich information from a few users. It also 
incorporates some of the benefits of participatory design. It is not meant as a 
replacement for face-to-face communication but as an alternative approach to 
asynchronously gather user input and to enhance the value of this input in the design 
process. 
3.1 Communication through Design 
User interfaces enable communication between humans and computers where 
inputs are communication from the human and outputs are communication from the 
computer. Successful interface designs indicate successful communication where poor 
designs indicate less successful or failed communication. Consequently, in interactive 
systems, defining the communication that crosses this human-computer interface is 
crucial. 
In the context of a graphical user interface (GUI), this communication occurs 
through the use and organization of widgets in windows. The use of widgets has become 
standardized over time due to the prevalence of graphical operating system interfaces 
such as Microsoft Windows, the Macintosh OS and graphical interfaces for various 
flavors of Unix. Through this interaction paradigm the placement and usage of widgets 
essentially function as a visual language, the language of the GUI. As users become 
accustomed to using these widgets, they begin to implicitly understand this language. 
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Users see radio buttons and think “one choice” where software developers see “mutual 
exclusion.” This can be viewed as a “third space” since it acts as a bridge between the 
users’ space and the software developers’ space [Muller 2002]. 
Combining communication with reference to an artifact can facilitate 
communication by allowing “design by doing” [Ehn 1988]. Glenberg and McDaniel 
[1992] have noted that integrating spatial and linguistic information is a requirement for 
effective communication. Others have used a combination of visual and textual 
information. Reeves and Shipman [1992] use visual design artifacts as the focus for 
communication. Similarly, the Visual Knowledge Builder (VKB) uses visual objects for 
information organization and interpretation [Shipman et al. 2001a]. 
3.2 Annotated Designs 
In Design Exploration, interface construction becomes one way (but not the only 
way) for end users to communicate their desires and goals for software. End users can 
convey things that might be too difficult when expression is limited to text. Conversely, 
limiting expression to these primarily graphical representations may also result in 
ambiguous expression. Interface constructions can be clarified by attaching textual 
argumentation to graphical artifacts, allowing the strengths of both textual and visual 
information to synergistically augment communication. 
The combination of modes of communication is not only valuable for easing user 
expression. Software designers can identify how textual vocabulary, as presented by 
users, fits into their understanding of the domain environment based on their 
spatial/graphical expression and use of the language of the GUI. This is important since 
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the terminology used for requirements should match the environment where the system 
will be used [Zave and Jackson 1997]. The graphical constructions facilitate the transfer 
of these concepts from end-user to software designer, thereby avoiding many of the 
trappings of jargon and textual communication. 
3.3 The Design Exploration Process 
The Design Exploration approach allows users to communicate requirements 
information through the construction of graphical user interface mock-ups augmented 
with textual argumentation, i.e. descriptions and explanations [Moore and Shipman 
2000; Moore and Shipman 2001; Moore 2003]. Figure 1 shows an overview of the entire 
process. Using a construction kit, users individually create mock-ups, built with 
windows and widgets and attached argumentation, as communication to software 
developers. The resulting annotated partial designs are collected and analyzed by 
software designers engaged in requirements definition and evolution. 
Computational Support
GUI Construction
and Textual Argumentation
Stored 
Designs
Analysis Tool
 
Figure 1. Design Exploration process. 
A Design Exploration analysis tool assists software designers as they mine the 
data collected from users. End users provide graphical design ideas and textual 
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argumentation that are meant to provide relationships and information. This can create a 
potentially large data set that can be daunting for analysis by hand.  
The Analysis Tool needs to support access to both the graphical and spatial 
expression and the textual annotation. There are a variety of algorithms for the analysis 
of text and for the analysis of graphical layouts [Landay and Myers 1995; Shipman et al. 
1995]. Our approach combines these approaches to provide a variety of search and 
navigation options based on the results of textual and spatial analysis. This approach 
leaves the software designer in control of deciding what to see and when to see it. 
Additionally, combining search and browse options allows for a variety of work 
practices based on the software designers’ understanding of the collection, their prior 
access to associated/related items, the focus of their current activity, and their 
preferences. This combination of searching and browsing is prevalent today on the Web.  
3.4 Scenario 
To help envision this approach in use, imagine this scenario. A software 
company is developing new software for inventory control since new technologies such 
as RFID tags are now frequently used but are not accounted for in the system. To start 
collecting input for the new system, employees that work with inventory are sent a 
software program (the Design Exploration Builder) that allows them to create mock ups 
of the interfaces they expect for the system. At the same time they are sent information 
about what RFID tags are so they can incorporate these into their designs. After the 
employees have created their partial designs, they email the designs to the software 
design team. Once a set of designs are collected, the software developers explore those 
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designs using the Design Exploration Analyzer to get ideas about changes in existing 
features and new features. Searching for “RFID” gives quick access to where RFID tags 
appear in the designs to give insight into how different users perceive RFID tags relate to 
other features in the inventory control system. As this information is explored, bits of 
information, requirements and questions are generated to seed further methods for 
requirements elicitation and design. 
The Design Exploration process involves expression by potential users and 
stakeholders of annotated partial designs followed by access to and use of the resulting 
collection of artifacts by software designers. The following sections describe the two 
tools implemented to enable Design Exploration. The Design Exploration Builder allows 
potential end users to create a partial design, and the Design Exploration Analyzer 
allows software designers to explore a set of users’ partial designs. 
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4. DESIGN EXPLORATION BUILDER 
Many tools, including pencil and paper, could be used to collect partial designs. 
However, collecting this information in an electronic format will enable computational 
support for software developers as they explore the set of partial designs communicated 
by a set of potential users. 
Existing GUI construction kits available in many programming environments and 
prototyping tools provide one avenue for collecting end user expression. However, it is 
important that respondents’ partial designs not get bogged down in the superficial details 
that make design of the actual artifact time consuming. The time respondents are able 
and willing to provide is limited, even if they are compelled to respond by an external 
force. The building tool should keep the expressive actions of the respondents at a level 
that will be useful to software designers, such as identifying features and alternatives 
they believe are necessary in the interface, rather than other activities, such as making 
sure widgets are precisely aligned and distributed. A tool for expressing partial designs 
should result in partial designs that are rough-hewn graphical user interfaces since the 
tool intentionally limits the ability to fine-tune the interface, e.g. change fonts and colors. 
This low fidelity constraint helps users focus on the information and not become 
engrossed with aesthetics [Landay and Myers 1995]. 
An existing tool that could be adapted to collect user partial designs and 
epitomizes the low fidelity constraint is SILK [Landay and Myers 1995]. SILK allows 
designers to sketch interfaces using an electronic pad and stylus. However, most users do 
not have access to the physical set up required for sketching since it is difficult to sketch 
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using a mouse. Establishing a location where users could go to access this set up would 
re-introduce issues related to scheduling user time that this approach attempts to 
circumvent. 
In Design Exploration, users are trying to communicate program behavior. 
Programming by demonstration (PBD) systems do something similar. They move 
beyond macros and not only allow users to express how software is to behave in a single 
context, but also discerns a generalized program [Cypher 1993]. PBD is characterized by 
the domain, how users interact to create programs, how the system infers the generalize 
program, and the information used to do the generalization [Cypher et al. 1993]. 
However, these systems are created for specific domains that limit the range of possible 
actions. Moreover, users must learn how to interact with the PBD system to “program” 
it. Since the Design Exploration process could be used to gather information from a 
variety of domains and the collection of partial designs should require a minimal of 
learning, PBD is not a viable approach for Design Exploration. 
4.1 User Interface 
The Design Exploration Builder was developed as a Java application. Users 
begin their design process with a blank slate to avoid seeding them with ideas (Figure 2). 
Pressing the Create Window button creates a blank window (Figure 3) and adds a 
reference to it in the overview window (Figure 4). These created windows can be closed 
at anytime and reopened by double clicking on the window listed in the overview. 
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Figure 2. Design Exploration Builder. 
 
Figure 3. Newly created window. 
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Figure 4. Design Exploration Builder overview containing reference to a window. 
The widget pallet allows users to add a variety of widgets (Table I). Note the 
generic widget that can represent functions, such as “image”, that are not in the available 
widget set. This combination supports the expression of interface designs that are easy to 
develop using standard widgets and those that are not. The widget pallet toggles between 
each widget and the selection arrow. For example, selecting the radio button pallet item 
and clicking in the blank window adds a radio button to that window (Figure 5). Double 
clicking on a widget or on the background of a window will open an editor for the 
widget or window respectively. One tab is for editing attributes of that widget/window 
(Figure 6), and the other tab is for providing argumentation (Figure 7). Alternatively, 
when adding a widget, a rectangle can be dragged that defines a region that the widget 
will fill when created (Figure 8). 
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Table I. Design Exploration Builder widgets 
 
Push Button 
 
Radio Button 
 
Check Box 
 
Label 
 
Text Area 
 
Text Field 
 
List 
 
Combo Box 
 
Slider 
 
Generic Widget -- a grey rectangle used as a place holder for something the 
user wants to include that is not one of the widgets available -- 
 
Figure 5. Window with radio button added. 
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Figure 6. Label for radio button added. 
 
Figure 7. Argumentation for window. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 8. Adding a widget by dragging.  
(a) Dragging region for widget  (b) Widget added with drag 
Widgets can be resized and moved. When a widget is selected, selection marks 
are shown. These can be clicked and dragged to effect a resize (Figure 9). Widgets can 
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be moved individually by selecting the widget and dragging it from inside the selection 
marks (Figure 10). A group of widgets can also be selected and moved as a group 
(Figure 11). 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 9. Resizing a widget.  
(a) Widget with left edge grabbed for resize  (b) Widget after resize 
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(a)  
 
(b)  
Figure 10. Moving a widget. 
(a) Widget selected for move  (b) Widget at end of move 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b)  
Figure 11. Selecting and moving a group of widgets. 
(a) Group of widgets selected (b) Group of widgets after move 
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4.2 History 
As partial designs are created, a comprehensive history is maintained as is done 
in systems such as INDY [Reeves 1993] and VKB [Shipman and Hsieh 2000]. However, 
in a creation process users may wish to backtrack to an earlier point to generate an 
alternative design. Linear history systems lose the history in the abandoned branch. 
Branching history solves this problem by creating a new branch in history when 
backtracking and starting work in a new thread. While abandoned branches may not 
embody the final results the user wants to portray, they might provide pointers to 
information the user thought was important at one point but decided to abandon in their 
alternative design. Moreover, an abandoned branch could represent the attempt to 
express a desire that the user could not figure out how to express thereby providing a 
hook into further exploration for possibly tacit knowledge. By preserving all aspects of 
history, abandoned paths can be explored in much the same way as alternative scenarios 
are viewed in Visage [Derthick and Roth 2001]. 
4.3 Design Exploration Builder Summary 
The Design Exploration Builder provides a simple interface for creating rough 
mock ups to express users’ desires for software. Providing a simple non-commercial tool 
allows a large number of users to be involved in the Design Exploration process while 
not requiring the time and co-location of face-to-face meetings. Moreover, avoiding the 
ability to polish designs, as would be the case with many interface design environments, 
encourages users to focus the basic information rather than aesthetics. 
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4.4 Summary 
The Design Exploration Builder provides a simple interface for creating low 
fidelity design mock ups with annotations. The tool has very few features to constrain 
expression to content rather than aesthetic characteristics. 
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5. DESIGN EXPLORATION ANALYZER 
Users create a large volume of communication through the Design Exploration 
paradigm. Consequently, software designers need the ability to explore partial designs 
without having to view all aspects of each design. The Design Exploration Analyzer uses 
textual analysis and spatial parsing of the artifacts created by users to provide software 
designers browsing, search overlay, and navigation options. 
Communication through design creates information that is expressed both 
textually and spatially through the layout of windows and widgets. To do textual 
analysis, germane semantic units of text must be identified. 
Groupings of design components for textual analysis are determined in three 
ways. First, each widget and window has text associated with it through annotations and 
any widget data text such as the title for a window, the label on a button and items in a 
list. Second, windows represent data for the window itself as well as for all of widgets 
that it contains. So windows and their included widgets can be combined as a textual 
group. Thirdly, since windows can be complex entities, sub-groups of widgets within a 
window can be combined to form a textual group, e.g. a list of radio buttons. Spatial 
parsers can help identify these sub-groups. 
5.1 Term Vectors 
The vector space model for terms, or term vectors, provides a relatively simple 
way to assess textual similarity between documents. Similarity is assessed by taking the 
cosine between the term vectors representing each document [Witten 1999]. 
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Designers will often want to find things that are similar. In most cases this 
similarity is textually based. For a given widget similar items could include other 
widgets, windows including the widgets contained in them, and groups identified by a 
spatial parser. Accordingly, term vectors are created representing these potentially 
similar items (i.e. documents). 
For comparison, these term vectors are analyzed as a set. This allows for term 
normalization across the set of term vectors. Cosine similarity relies on the total 
frequency of a term, the number of documents that contain that term, and the total 
number of documents. The total frequency for a term is determined using the term 
dictionary (described below). The number of documents that contain a term is based on 
how many design components contain the term, and the total number of documents is 
determined by the number of design components that have some attached text. 
Given a particular term vector, e.g. from a grouping found while exploring the 
space, a list of similar items can be extracted from the term vector set. This is the basis 
for the right click navigation described in the scenario presented in section 5.5 (Figure 
30). 
5.2 Spatial Parser 
Each window in a design can have multiple purposes. Figure 12 shows a window 
containing multiple distinct areas created by a user in the study described in Section 6. 
Each area represents different aspects of the domain. Sub-groups from different 
windows might be similar; however, considering only windows for comparison could 
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miss finer grained connections since similarity between the two windows as a whole 
would be diluted from terms in other areas of the windows. 
 
Figure 12. Partial design with distinct areas. 
Spatial parsers can identify related groups of objects based on their spatial 
arrangement [Shipman et al. 1995]. The Design Exploration Analyzer uses the spatial 
parser from VIKI and VKB [Shipman et al. 2001b; Shipman et al. 1995] to segment 
windows created by users to facilitate analysis. Spatial parsers look for patterns in the 
spatial layout of objects to identify orderings of objects such as lists and stacks. Figure 
13 shows a user design with a tree view of a hierarchical spatial parse. The lists of radio 
buttons are identified as vertical lists. While the parser is capable of identifying the 
pattern of a text area over a vertical list of radio buttons, the parser is currently loaded in 
a way that treats all widgets as equivalent types. The parser also identifies that there are 
two vertical lists comprising a composite. Parsers are not perfect. And spatial parse 
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structures can be quite complex. Determining how to break the parsed tree into 
meaningful units is a challenge. In this case combining composites actually lessens the 
effectiveness of parsing. The items in each list of radio buttons are related; however, the 
different lists are only related in the broader context of the inquiry form that the window 
represents. Currently, the Design Exploration Analyzer limits its analysis to spatial 
groupings that contain only leaves, i.e. only widgets and not groupings that include 
composites. Figure 13 is part of a window created by a user in the study presented in 
Section 6. Two spatial groups of radio buttons and the text field above them are 
identified as design components for analysis. 
Vertical List
Composite
Vertical List
 
Figure 13. Part of user designed window with tree representation of spatial parse. 
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5.3 Clustering 
Clusters provide a starting point for examining similarity between user partial 
designs. All clustering is based on textual similarity. Three sets of clusters are provided. 
In the first, individual widgets and windows are clustered. In the second, windows 
including text from their widgets are treated as a unit for clustering. Finally, the last 
clusters based on a loose container concept called design components. Here a container 
can contain multiple items. Naturally windows fall into this category. Secondly, 
groupings identified by the spatial parser are included (note: compound groupings are 
not used). Finally, list and combo box widgets are included since they contain sub-items. 
The Design Exploration Analyzer clusters using hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering where term vector cosine similarity is the distance metric. For each unit used 
in clustering, a term vector representation is created by combining the term vectors for 
all of the relevant widgets and windows. 
5.4 User Interface 
The main interface for the Design Exploration Analyzer has four major areas: a 
tree view on the left, a tree control under the tree view, an information panel on the right, 
and a search overlay beneath the information panel (Figure 14). The tree view provides a 
hierarchical view of the content and can be switched between views of partial designs, 
terms, clusters, and spatial groups. 
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Figure 14. Main interface with four areas. 
The icons and labels for the four tree views are shown in Table II. The tree 
control provides ways of modifying the ordering of items in the tree. Options are only 
available in the terms and clusters views. The information panel shows information for 
the specific item selected in the tree view. Finally, search overlay allows for viewing 
search results in the context of the tree view rather than a separate list. 
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Table II.  Tree view icons and labels for four views 
View Item Type Icon Tree Node Label 
Exploration Set 
 
[X] Partial Designs 
• X - number of partial designs in the set. 
Partial Design 
 
[X] Name (Y-Z) 
• X - number of windows in a partial design 
• Name - name for the partial design 
• Y - number of widgets and windows in the partial 
design 
• Z - number of terms found throughout the partial 
design 
Window 
 
[X] Name (ID) 
• X - number of widgets in the window 
• Name - name for the window 
• ID - unique identifier for the window 
Partial 
Designs 
Widget See 
Table I 
Name (ID) 
• Name - the name for the widget 
• ID - unique identifier for the widget 
Term  [X] Term (Y) 
• X - number of widgets and windows containing the 
term 
• Term – term 
• Y - overall frequency of the term 
Window 
 
Terms 
Widgets See 
Table I 
X in Name (ID) 
• X - number of term occurrences in the window or 
widget 
• Name - name for the window or widget 
• ID - unique identifier for the window or widget 
Vertical List  
Horizontal List  
Composite  
Group  
[X] Type in Window (WindowID) 
• X - number of widgets in the spatial group 
• Type - type of spatial group 
• Window - name of the containing window 
• WindowID - ID for the containing window  
Spatial 
Groups 
Others function in the same way as in Partial Designs. 
Cluster  [X] Cluster Y 
• X - number of items in the cluster 
• Y - cluster ID 
Clusters 
Others function in the same way as in Partial Designs. 
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5.4.1 Partial Designs 
The information panel shows all of the information collected by the Design 
Exploration Builder. Figure 15 shows the information panel for a single widget. The 
name of the widget provided by the user is shown at the top (i.e. “Apartment Button”). 
Underneath the name is a thumbnail view of the window containing the widget and text 
associated with the widget. When representing a widget, the widget in the thumbnail is 
outlined in red while. 
 
Figure 15. Information panel for widgets and windows. 
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The information panel for a partial design shows the titles and thumbnails for 
each window contained in the partial design. Figure 16 shows a partial design made up 
of five windows. 
 
Figure 16. Information panel for a partial design. 
 The information panel for an exploration set, i.e. the grouping of all partial 
designs being explored, shows information about each partial design as well as some 
aggregate information (Figure 17). This table provides information on the number of 
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widgets and windows produced and the amount of text generated in annotations and 
widget data. 
 
Figure 17. Information panel for exploration set. 
5.4.2 Terms 
The Design Exploration Analyzer maintains a dictionary of each term used in a 
partial design along with references to the windows and widgets. This allows for easy 
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browsing to partial design elements where a term of interest can be found. The tree view 
shows the term with its associated windows and widgets (Figure 18).  
 
Figure 18. Information panel for term in a window or widget. 
The tree control allows the display of the terms to be altered (Figure 19). Terms 
may be ordered alphabetically or according to frequency. When ordered by frequency, 
terms with a low frequency can indicate unique concepts that designers may want to 
further explore. Terms with a high frequency across a number of partial designs indicate 
common domain concepts. Stop words, terms that are part of the structure of a language 
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and are not related to the semantic content e.g., “a”, “an” and “the”, will also appear 
frequently. Within the Design Exploration process, additional stop words exist for the 
language of the GUI (Appendix A). Examples of these are “button” and “click.” These 
terms appear more frequently because they describe user interface elements and actions, 
but do not deal directly with domain concepts. The tree control allows the software 
designer to pare down the list of terms shown to reduce clutter in the list. Terms can be 
omitted from view if they are numbers, if they are stop words, if they are correctly or 
incorrectly spelled (via an integrated spell checker), and if they occur above and below 
user defined frequencies. 
 
Figure 19. Tree control for terms view. 
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The information panel for a term provides details about the distribution of the 
term (Figure 20). Clicking on the "Definition" button will open a web browser with a 
Google definition search for the term. 
 
Figure 20. Information panel for terms. 
The information panel for widgets and windows in the terms view is identical to 
the one in the partial design views except that the term is highlighted with a blue font 
where it appears in the panel (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. Information panel for widgets and windows in terms view. 
5.4.3 Spatial Groups 
The information window for spatial groups shows the widgets constituting the 
grouping in the context of their window (Figure 22). The items that are part of the 
selected group are highlighted in green in the thumbnail. All other information panels for 
this view function as they do in the partial designs view. 
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Figure 22. Information panel for a spatial group. 
5.4.4 Clusters 
The information window for cluster groups shows thumbnails for each item in 
the cluster (Figure 23). These representations all occur in the context of a window. When 
representing a widget, the widget is outlined in red. When representing a spatial group, 
all of the widgets in the group are outlined in green. When representing a window no 
widgets are outlined. After items of interest are identified, the more fine grained 
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navigation provided through right clicking can be used to find other similar design 
components and groupings. 
All other information panels in this view function as they do in the partial 
designs view and the spatial groups view. 
 
Figure 23. Information panel for a cluster. 
The tree control allows changes in the way the clusters are viewed. Since 
hierarchic agglomerative clustering begins by creating a tree that is then sliced at various 
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distances (i.e. similarity), the clusters can be viewed as trees and the distance cutoffs can 
be changed via a slider. 
 
Figure 24. Search overlay with results highlighted. 
5.4.5 Search Overlay 
The search interface supports queries based on textual content, types of widgets, 
and for objects in groups identified by the spatial parser. As designers work to 
understand the domain and users’ perspectives on interaction, the search overlay can 
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help identify interesting intersections of various characteristics that can be expressed as a 
criterion for the search. 
Rather than the traditional approach of providing a list of matches, search results 
are overlaid onto the larger context of the view by highlighting results in the tree view 
and information panels (Figure 24). Alternatively, the results can be limited to showing 
only items matching the search criteria, thereby hiding all non-matching items (Figure 
25). 
 
Figure 25. Search overlay showing only matches. 
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Since results are displayed in a tree view where windows can not only be a match 
but contain a match as well. Consequently, nodes must be marked in a way to distinguish 
between these two cases. Items with text on a yellow background match, and items with 
a yellow square to the left of the icon contain a match (Figure 26). 
 
Figure 26. Search overlay effects on tree view. 
5.4.6 User Windows 
Thumbnails are not sufficient for viewing partial designs. User designed 
windows can be opened in several ways. Double clicking on a widget, window, or 
spatial group in the tree view or a thumbnail will toggle (show/hide) the associated 
window. Right clicking an item in the tree view or a thumbnail in the information panel 
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will pop up a menu with options to show and hide windows. Doing this on the partial 
design node offers a quick way of opening/closing all of the windows in a single partial 
design. At the same time doing this for the exploration set opens all windows which can 
be overwhelming. 
 
Figure 27. Similarity navigation. 
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5.4.7 Similarity Navigation 
All windows (including its widgets), individual widgets, and spatial groups are 
textually compared to provide similarity navigation. When right clicking on a thumbnail 
or an item in the tree view, the ten most similar items are provided as navigational 
options (Figure 27). 
 
Figure 28. Thumbnails shown for user C-06 partial design. 
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5.5 Scenario 
The following scenario will describes an example of the process of using the 
Design Exploration Analyzer to explore a set of annotated partial designs. 
 
Figure 29. Distance information in a single combo box. 
A software designer is starting work on the company’s project to develop 
software to help college students find housing. After collecting responses created with 
the Design Exploration Builder from college students, the software designer loads the set 
of partial designs created by the students (identified as C-1 to C-30). Clicking on the 
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puzzle icon, which represents a student’s partial design, displays thumbnails of all of the 
windows in the partial design. Figure 28 shows thumbnails for windows in the C-06 
partial design. 
To get an initial overview of various students’ partial designs, the software 
designer looks at groups of windows clustered based on textual similarity (Figure 23). 
During this exploration, the designer finds a combo-box in one partial design 
showing distances from campus (Figure 29). Right clicking on the widget triggers a pop 
up menu with a list of textually similar widgets, windows and groups defined by their 
spatial organization (Figure 30). The icons show the type of design component 
represented. The first is a label, the second a spatial group, the next is a text area and the 
remainder are text fields. Navigating to the second item in the menu leads to a spatial 
grouping of push buttons within a window (Figure 31). Note that information about 
distance shows up in a single combo box in Figure 30 but appears spread across three 
different push buttons in another user’s partial design (Figure 31). 
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Figure 30. Right click navigation pop up menu to similar design components 
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Figure 31. Distance information spread across three push buttons. 
Next, the designer chooses to examine the term dictionary to identify common 
domain terms. The terms initially appear in alphabetic order. Each term’s frequency 
within the set of partial designs is shown in parentheses. The designer modifies the view 
of the term dictionary to remove numbers and stop words from the list of terms. Next, 
the designer re-orders the terms according to frequency in descending order so that more 
frequent terms are at the top. 
The designer sees that the term “apartment” occurs with a high frequency. The 
appearance of this term is not surprising based on the task. However, the designer uses 
this term to explore how “apartment” is used in various partial designs. When a 
particular widget under “apartment” is selected in the tree, a thumbnail of the window 
holding the widget along with any associated textual argumentation is displayed (Figure 
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32). Notice that the term “apartment” is highlighted by using blue bold text to assist 
locating the term within the widget’s display area. Also, the selected widget is 
highlighted with a red border in the thumbnail of the containing window. 
 
Figure 32. Widget selected under "housing" term. 
The software designer comes to the term “bedroom” and thinks it would be 
interesting to see where the terms “bedroom” and “bath” occur together. So the designer 
types bath into the search overlay window and turns filtering on. Search results are 
projected onto the various views. Items containing a search term are highlighted with a 
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yellow background. Moreover, terms matching the search are highlighted with a yellow 
background in the widget’s display area (Figure 33). An alternative to projecting the 
search results onto the tree is to “hide” any node in the tree that does not match the 
search criteria (Figure 34). 
 
Figure 33. Search terms highlighted. 
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Figure 34. Search only results shown. 
In the process of scrolling through the terms, the software designer ends up at the 
bottom of the list where infrequent terms are found. Some of those terms are misspelled 
words. So the view is modified again to hide misspelled terms identified by the 
integrated spelling checker. The designer notices that the term “grad” appears and looks 
to see how it is used. The designer finds that it is found within the phrase “Grad 
Student”, an item in a combo box identifying what year a student is. This is the only 
occurrence of “grad”, “freshman”, “sophomore”, “junior”, and “senior”. To examine the 
window more closely, the designer double clicks the widget where “grad” appears. This 
opens the window and allows for closer examination (Figure 35). Inspection reveals that 
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this window represents information for finding roommates. This indicates that finding 
roommates is a part of some college students’ housing search task. The designer makes 
note to watch for additional aspects of this feature in other students’ partial designs. 
Since only one user provided information about student classification, the designer will 
investigate whether this is desired and other students just did not think to include this in 
their partial designs. 
 
Figure 35. User design with the infrequent term "grad". 
The above scenario shows examples of a software designer browsing through a 
collection of annotated designs based on terminology, design component and search. The 
next section describes the underlying computational support. 
5.6 Summary 
Designers’ exploration of end user expressions is aided by the Design 
Exploration Analyzer tool. The back end provides computational support via term 
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vectors, spatial parsing, and clustering. This enables search overlay and similarity 
navigation between design elements created by end users. Designers see this information 
through the perspectives of partial designs as generated, terms appearing in designs, 
spatial groupings identified by parsing, and identified clusters. 
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6. EVALUATION: DESIGN EXPLORATION BUILDER 
Evaluating the Design Exploration process requires collecting a set of user 
expressions and exploration by software designers. At the highest level, evaluation is for 
the entire process. At the same time interesting questions related to users and their 
expression of software desires and expression modalities can be assessed. Data 
collection covered the entire process and occurred in two phases. The first phase 
collected user expressions. At the same time users evaluated the Design Exploration 
Builder and the process. In the second phase software designers explored user 
expressions acquired during the first stage while providing feedback on the process and 
the Design Exploration Analyzer. 
The overriding task used in the evaluation for both phases is creating software 
that helps college students find housing. In the first phase students are the domain 
experts and potential users of the system. In the second phase software designers explore 
user expressions generated for this task in order to identify domain information and 
software features. 
 
A software company is developing a software program to help college students find 
housing. Since college students will be using this program, you have been asked to 
provide input for the program. 
You are to provide as much information about what this program should do during the 
next hour. Please start with what you think is most important. 
Figure 36. Task given to study participants. 
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6.1 Experimental Design 
In this study 80 students from the undergraduate psychology subject pool 
provided information for the development of a software program that would help college 
students find housing. This study examines the information obtained through textual (25 
participants), primarily graphical (27 participants) and combined approaches (28 
participants). In the primarily graphical condition, users construct interface mockups, but 
cannot add additional textual argumentation although they can add widget related text 
such as button labels and list items. In the textual condition, users provided input using 
Microsoft Word.  
6.1.1 Experimental Procedure 
1. Participants provided demographics information. 
2. Participants were given a quick tutorial on the Builder tool if in the primarily 
graphical or combined conditions. 
3. Participants responded to the task given in Figure 36 with a time limit of one hour. 
4. Participants responded to a follow up survey (Table III). 
5. Participants were debriefed. 
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Table III. Task survey items 
T1 I was able to describe everything I wanted to express. 
T2 I had enough time to complete this task. 
T3 I enjoyed doing this task. 
T4 End users should be given opportunities like this to help design software.  
T5a Being able to create mock-ups of user interfaces would have been helpful. 
T6b Being able to type textual descriptions and explanations would have been helpful. 
T7b, c Providing information this way is better than using only text. 
T8 I would like to provide information this way in addition to other avenues of input.  
T9 I would like to provide information this way in place of other avenues of input.  
T10 What, if any, tools would have helped you express your self better?  
T11 What kind of information would you want to express that you cannot express with this approach? 
T12 How would you improve this task? 
a Text condition 
b Primarily graphic condition 
c Combined condition 
 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
Responses to items T1-T9 were collected using a scale where 1 was strongly 
disagree, 3 was neutral and 5 was strongly agree. These responses were evaluated using 
a single mean t-test against an expected value of 3.5 (Table IV). This expected value was 
chosen over the neutral value 3 since users tend respond with inflated values in an 
attempt to please investigators. In each condition, statements T1-T9 were also compared 
using paired t-tests (Table V). 
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Table IV. Average responses and (p-values) 
Item Text Graphical Combined 
T1 4.44 (<0.001) 3.67 3.79 (<0.1) 
T2 4.60 (<0.001) 3.70 3.32 
T3 3.24 3.48 3.68 
T4 4.24 (<0.001) 3.85 (<0.05) 4.22 (<0.001) 
T51 3.92 (<0.02) NA NA 
T62 NA 3.81 NA 
T72,3 NA 4.04 (<0.01) 4.11 (<0.01) 
T8 3.68 4.04 (<0.01) 4.14 (<0.001) 
T9 2.80 (<0.001) 2.63 (<0.001) 3.14 (<0.1) 
 
Table V. Paired t-test for responses 
Item Textual vs. Graphical Textual vs. Combined Graphical vs. Combined 
T1 0.004 0.004 0.649 
T2 0.006 0.000 0.276 
T3 0.348 0.110 0.408 
T4 0.107 0.934 0.070 
T7 NA NA 0.781 
T8 0.135 0.040 0.663 
T9 0.433 0.166 0.040 
 
Responses to the freeform questions (T10, T11 and T12) were categorized to 
help compare responses. Responses to T10 and T12 tended to be similar since subjects 
do not differentiate between tools that would be helpful and ways to improve the task 
itself. Only categories identified in at least 5 subjects in a condition are reported. For 
T10, 5 subjects in the graphical condition (19%) and 2 subjects in the combined 
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condition (7%) wanted the ability to explicitly link buttons created in the construction 
tool to other windows created. 10 subjects in the text condition (40%) and one subject in 
the combined condition (4%) wanted examples, sample programs, or the interface to 
other similar programs as a starting point or as material to critique. 
Similarly in T12, 8 subjects in the text condition (32%) and 2 subjects in the 
graphical condition (7%) wanted material to start from, survey, or critique. 3 subjects in 
the graphical condition (11%) and 5 subjects in the combined condition (18%) wanted 
more direction on what they were supposed to do and what was expected from them. 4 
subjects in the graphical condition (15%) and 6 subjects in the combined condition 
(21%) wanted more features in the construction tool such as snap to grid. 
In T11, 2 subjects in the text condition (8%), 5 subjects in the graphical condition 
(19%) and 6 subjects in the combined condition (21%) wanted to express multimedia 
content such as images, video and audio. Finally, 6 subjects in the text condition (24%) 
wanted to express layout information. 
A subset of the data was analyzed to get a feel for the types of information 
elicited in each condition and how the information compares across conditions. Subjects 
who said they enjoyed the task (responses of 4 or 5 on T3) were considered. All subjects 
that responded with 5 were used and subjects were randomly chosen from the remaining 
pool of subjects that responded with 4 to bring each group to 8. Relevant results will be 
introduced during discussion.  
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6.2.1 User Involvement 
Users feel they should be given opportunities to help design software (T4). Since 
there is no statistical difference in the responses between groups, this is probably a 
general attitude unrelated to any of the conditions. Similarly, it is interesting to note that 
no group particularly liked their task although none significantly disliked it either (T3). 
6.2.2 Communication 
Both the graphical and combined groups would like to provide information as 
they did in addition to other methods and the combined was significantly different from 
responses by the text group (T8). However, having these tasks as the only way to 
communicate information was rejected by subjects in both the text and graphical 
conditions (T9). Note that the condition that allows both textual and graphical expression 
was not rejected. The only significant difference between groups was between the 
graphical and combined condition. Subjects in both the graphical and combined 
condition felt that providing information in their condition was better than if they were 
limited to using only text (T7). There was no significant difference in responses in these 
two conditions. 
Subjects in the text condition were the only group to significantly say they 
described everything that they wanted to express and their response was significantly 
higher than both the graphical and combined groups (T1). They were also the only group 
to feel that they had enough time and significantly more so than the other two conditions 
(T2). But they also indicated that the ability to create interface mockups would be 
helpful (T5). Also, when asked about information they could not express (T11), 24% 
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indicated they could not express layout information. It could be that they finished their 
information more quickly and were bored as they waited for the time to expire since 
subjects were required to do the task for an entire hour. In any case, response rates to 
questionnaires can be low. The construction tasks may be more engaging and garner 
higher response rates. 
An unexpected result was that subjects in the graphical condition did not feel that 
being able to add text would be helpful (T6). This is reinforced by the fact that in the 
combined condition, 9 of 251 subjects (36%) provided zero or one words of additional 
text that was not available to subjects in the graphic condition. Those individuals that did 
not provide additional text basically created interfaces under the same conditions as 
subjects in the graphical condition. This may explain why there was only one significant 
difference between responses in the graphical and combined conditions. The conditions 
may have been more similar than expected.  
Subjects in both the graphical and combined conditions wanted abilities for 
further refining their interfaces mockups. These ranged from features assisting design, to 
the ability to show multimedia elements to being able to explicitly link widgets produced 
to each other. The interface construction tool was intentionally designed to prevent the 
creation of polished interfaces. If they spend most of their time refining the interface 
rather than providing additional information, it is feared that users might become 
married to their own designs. This would be acceptable only if that user was going to be 
                                                 
1 3 subject’s task data was lost and could not be analyzed. 
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the only user. However, the goal here is to collect information from a broad segment of 
users to get a feel for the whole population.  
It might be good to find a balance in the construction tools by adding additional 
support that eases the expression of semantic information in the communication task 
while still maintaining the feel of a low fidelity interface that cannot be polished.  
Subjects in the graphical and combined conditions wanted more direction in the 
task. This might be due to being unfamiliar with the task, due to expecting their designs 
to be critiqued, or due to the potential of providing so many different levels of design. 
Users were not intended to get too much direction since that could have biased their 
responses. We wanted to see what they felt the design should include, not refinements 
for what we had in mind for the design. Similarly, those in the text condition indicated a 
desire for information to critique. These both probably deal with subjects trying to 
overcome a blank slate. This can be done by providing more information and examples. 
However, doing so can reduce the number of original ideas generated [Jansson and 
Smith, 1991]. Note that the desire for starting material and material to critique was 
practically non-existent in the two groups engaged in the construction task of creating 
interface mockups. So involving users in this way directed their focus to the task where 
they wanted more direction rather than a desire to see materials to critique. 
6.2.3 User Representation 
Domain characteristics identified in user experiments overlapped between all of 
the conditions, especially in the area of domain data. Frequently cited characteristics 
probably indicate items central to the domain. Items that are not cited frequently are also 
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interesting. These represent items that might be important yet get overlooked. Getting 
input from a broad range of users can provide a breadth of information that could easily 
be missed by a smaller set of representative users. There were a total of 47 domain 
characteristics identified across the subset of 8 participants from each condition. These 
characteristics are based on one investigator’s analysis of the results. Most 
characteristics were identified by multiple subjects across all the conditions. However, 
17 (36%) were identified by single subjects, and 8 more (17%) were identified by only 2 
subjects. A few representative users would have probably missed many of these 
characteristics. These identified characteristics now add to the information gathered from 
participants. 
6.2.4 Modes of Expression and Preferences 
Some users have preferred modes of communication. Even when the mode of 
communication is constrained, people will find a way to use their preferred mode. One 
subject created a single page of output that looks surprisingly like a web page (Figure 
37). This had the lowest textual volume of any subject in the text condition. This “text 
only” output incorporates the use of colored fonts (red and blue) and varying font sizes. 
The grey text at the bottom instructs readers to call one of two offices to get more 
information. This user’s data was not analyzed for content in this paper. 
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Figure 37. Text subject forcing graphics. 
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Figure 38. Widget used to provide description. 
 
Figure 39. Interface incorporating description in text widget. 
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Users in the graphic condition found ways to provide textual descriptions. Recall 
that text could be added to widgets. The text area and text field widgets were used to 
provide textual descriptions. One user created a window with a text box for the sole 
purpose of providing some high level textual descriptions (Figure 38). Others 
incorporated descriptions into text widgets that were incorporated into the interface 
design (Figure 39). Other users found the generic widget which was intended to allow a 
place holder for a widget not provided and the description was to describe how the 
widget worked. One user used this to describe the program while not having that 
description be visible in the interface. Note the dark rectangle in Figure 40. 
Some subjects even used these techniques when in the combined condition. 
Providing users options for mode of expression lets them communicate in the mode most 
comfortable for them. This behavior was also observed in a small prior study [Moore 
and Shipman 2000]. 
6.2.5 Types of Information 
Data collected in all of the conditions provide a large amount of housing domain 
data that did not seem to differ significantly between groups. That is to say most groups 
identified the need for a search function based on various parameters and what those 
parameters should be. Moreover, domain characteristics were identified that cut across 
groups as discussed under ‘User Representation.’ However, there were some areas where 
the types and level of information differed. 
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Figure 40. Interface with workaround for generic widget. 
Users in the text condition differed in the level of information provided. Subjects 
stated they wanted the program to be easy to use, easy to understand, easy to follow, and 
easy to navigate. All of these comments came from subjects in the text condition. Of 
course what is “easy” is open to considerable debate. Often the designed, easy to use 
system does not meet user expectations and thus fails. Getting at what users consider 
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easy is important. Users in the other two conditions don’t explicitly say the program 
should be easy, instead they provide interface examples that implicitly represent what 
they have in their mind. 
Text subjects also provided 36 of 40 (90%) items that were categorized as high 
level requirements and requirements about the system as a whole that did not relate to 
interactions with the program. In the same way, many of these requirements were not 
made explicitly by users in the other conditions, but were indicated through their 
interface constructions. For example one text subject stated that each housing type had 
its own criteria. This same concept was expressed by other subjects by designing 
separate interfaces for searching and viewing results depending on the type of housing. 
Another text subject wanted “Small information selections that provide the user with just 
enough basic information to choose to visit specific pages.” Subjects in the other 
conditions showed examples of this. One user provided a rectangular object (Figure 40) 
and in a related description indicates this should be a short description and the rent price. 
Other users showed this through the interface design (Figure 41 and Figure 42). 
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Figure 41. Results page as a table. 
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Figure 42. Results page incorporating grouping. 
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Users in all conditions communicated preferred interaction paradigms. One text 
subject wants each screen to provide access to the search engine for simple questions. 
Other users illustrated ways of interacting through their interface constructions. Figure 
42 shows a sorting behavior according to items in a list. Some users created interfaces 
that took users through multiple windows when defining the criteria for a search (Figure 
43) while others provided a single window with many search criteria on the window 
(Figure 44 and Figure 45). 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 Figure 43. Multiple windows defining search criteria.  
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(b) 
 
 
 
(c) 
 
 Figure 43. Continued.  
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(d) 
 
 
 
(e) 
 
 Figure 43. Continued.  
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Figure 44. Interface incorporating many search items in one window. 
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Figure 45. Another interface incorporating many search items in one window. 
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Figure 46. Scale with interesting end values. 
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Some users used text fields to input search criteria where others used selection 
via a drop-down list or radio buttons. Looking at the frequency of use of each of these 
approaches in a population gives insight into how the population as a whole wants to 
interact. 
Finally, the labels people use give insight into the types of labeling they prefer. 
For example relative to distances from campus many users created scales based on 
number of miles. Others abstracted this distance into descriptive labels such as “closest 
to campus,” “middle distance,” and “farthest from campus.” Another subject used 
“near,” “far,” and “doesn’t matter.” Other subjects reported the distance relative to time 
in minutes. One user combined time with references to travel activity (“walking,” 
“biking,” “10 min,” “15 min,” and “any distance”). Figure 46 shows an example of a 
rating scale that goes from “roach motel” to “home sweet home.” Subjects in the text 
condition did not provide these types of insights. They emerged in the graphical and 
combined groups when they were engaged in a task that more closely matches the design 
of the system. While this information could be solicited from users after initial 
requirements and domain modeling, the Design Exploration process elicited this 
information without additional designer intervention.  
6.3 Summary 
Even though a goal of Design Exploration is freedom of expression, the 
conditions of expression constrained users. Those communicating with interface 
construction wanted to convey additional types of content such as images and expressing 
semantic content more directly. In both the textual and graphical users found ways to 
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work around expression constraints. Most users seemed to deal with a blank slate 
syndrome. Interestingly, users in the textual condition wanted examples to respond to 
while those involved in constructing an interface mock up wanted more direction for 
their task. Finally, the types of information varied. In some cases interface designs 
indicated higher level requirements implicitly by providing an implementation that 
included more fine grained information. 
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7. EVALUATION: DESIGN EXPLORATION ANALYZER 
The Design Exploration process involves the collection of information from end 
users and the exploration of that information by software designers. The second phase of 
the study uses data collected in the first phase, i.e. the Builder study. This second study 
allows a more summative view of the Design Exploration process. In the second phase 
of the evaluation software designers explore the user expressions collected in the first 
phase of the Design Exploration evaluation. 
7.1 Experimental Design 
In this study fifteen advanced graduate students from a computer science 
department with classroom and practical experience in system design take the role of 
software designers in the Design Exploration process. Ten of these designers explored 
user expressions. Of these, five participants were given access to user expressions 
collected in the primarily textual condition. The other five were given access to user 
expressions collected in the combined graphical and textual condition. The remaining 
five participants function as a control group and answer many of the same questions 
based solely on their own knowledge of the domain and system design (i.e., without 
access to user expression from the first phase). 
Both groups with access to user feedback from the first phase explored user 
expressions in the Design Exploration Analyzer. However, the Analyzer was modified 
for the primarily textual condition. For this one group, all user text was incorporated into 
a single text area widget to allow use of Design Exploration Analyzer text tools. Also, to 
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Table VI. Amenity and main task questions 
Item Design Exploration & Text Control 
AT Spend fifteen (15) minutes identifying 
amenities for housing as expressed by 
users. No rationale required. 
Spend fifteen (15) minutes expressing 
amenities for housing. No rationale 
required. 
MT1 Based on user input, what are the 4 most 
popular features indicated (other than 
search)? Please provide rationale. 
What do you think users would 
consider the 4 most popular features 
(other than search)? Please provide 
rationale. 
MT2 In your opinion, what are the 4 most 
important features (other than search)? 
Please provide rationale. 
In your opinion, what are the 4 most 
important features (other than search)? 
Please provide rationale. 
MT3 What important features were identified by 
only one or a few users? Please provide 
rationale. 
 
MT4 What features are needed that are not 
mentioned by any users? Please provide 
rationale. 
 
 
MT5 Describe the interaction style most users 
would want in the application and how you 
came to that conclusion. Please provide 
rationale. 
Describe the interaction style most 
users would want in the application and 
how you came to that conclusion. 
Please provide rationale. 
MT6 Which users did you find most valuable? 
Please give rationale for each user 
mentioned. 
 
MT7 Which users did you find least valuable?  
Please give rationale for each user 
mentioned. 
 
MT8 What additional information needs to be 
requested from users? Please provide 
rationale. 
What information needs to be 
requested from users? Please provide 
rationale. 
MT9 Share interesting points for software 
development that are not addressed in the 
preceding sections. Please provide 
rationale. 
Share interesting points for software 
development that are not addressed in 
the preceding sections. Please provide 
rationale. 
AT – Amenities Task 
MT – Main Task 
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view user expression in its original context, opening a widget or window in the text only  
condition opens the document in MS Word as opposed to opening a user created 
window. 
7.1.1 Procedure 
The session proceeded as follows: 
1. Tutorial: Participants working with the Design Exploration Analyzer started with an 
un-timed tutorial to learn their respective versions of the tool (Appendix B).  
2. Scenario Introduction: All Participants were given a handout (Appendix C) and 
given a verbal introduction to the scenario. 
3. Amenities Task: All participants were shown the results of a Google definition 
search for the word “amenities” (Appendix D). This was to ensure participants who 
might not be familiar with the term could quickly see what the term meant and spend 
time doing the task rather than understanding the term. At this point participants 
spent fifteen minutes listing amenities for housing. Table VI shows the wording of 
the amenities task question that was presented to participants for each condition. 
Participants in the control group came up with amenities on their own (i.e. without 
user input) while the other two groups searched user expressions presented in the 
Analyzer. Participants could stop when they felt they were done. This activity was 
separated from the main task to ensure this question was answered and not 
inadvertently omitted. 
4. Main Task: Each group was given different instructions based on their condition 
(Table VII). Participants were given 45 minutes to answer questions for this more 
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involved task (Table VI). Since it was apparent that search was the main feature of 
this application, participants were asked to identify features other than search in 
questions MT1 and MT2. 
Table VII. Main task instructions 
Design Exploration Text Control 
Spend the next 45 minutes 
responding to the following. 
The time constraint will not 
allow you to look through all 
users’ partial designs 
individually and provide the 
required information. It is 
important to provide 
responses to everything in 
the given time. Use the 
provided features to navigate 
through partial designs to 
answer all of the following. 
Spend the next 45 minutes 
responding to the following. 
The time constraint will not 
allow you to look through all 
users’ documents 
individually and provide the 
required information. It is 
important to provide 
responses to everything in 
the given time. Use the 
provided features to navigate 
through documents to 
answer all of the following. 
Spend the next 45 minutes 
responding to the following. It 
is important to provide 
responses to everything in 
the given time. 
 
5. Demographic Information, Tool Survey, and Interview: Demographic information 
was collected from all participants. Further, those participants using a version of the 
Analyzer were given a follow up survey to evaluate both the tool and the process of 
collecting information from users in the manner explained in their scenario 
(Appendix C). Responses to the first 9 questions were collected using a scale ranging 
from 1 “strongly agree” to 4 “neutral” to 7 “strongly disagree.” The last four  
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Table VIII. Follow up survey quantitative questions 
Item Design Exploration Text 
FS1 I identified useful domain information. I identified useful domain information. 
FS2 I could effectively navigate through the 
annotated partial designs. 
I could effectively navigate through the 
textual descriptions. 
FS3 I was able to infer users’ desires 
expressed through their annotated partial 
designs. 
I was able to infer users’ desires expressed 
through their textual descriptions. 
FS4 User annotated partial designs added to 
my understanding of the domain. 
User textual descriptions added to my 
understanding of the domain. 
FS5 Having more potential user annotated 
partial designs would make analysis 
significantly more difficult. 
Having more potential user textual 
descriptions would make analysis 
significantly more difficult. 
FS6 Having more potential user annotated 
partial designs would significantly increase 
analysis time. 
Having more potential user textual 
descriptions would significantly increase 
analysis time. 
FS7 A tool is needed to assist this process. A tool is needed to assist this process. 
FS8 The tool assisted this process. The tool assisted this process. 
FS9 Users creating annotated partial designs is 
a valuable avenue for collecting 
information from users. 
Freeform textual descriptions is a valuable 
avenue for collecting information from 
users. 
 How helpful were each of the following 
features? 
How helpful were each of the following 
features? 
FH1 Search Overlay Search Overlay 
FH2 Dictionary Terms 
FH3 Clusters  
FH4 Similarity Navigation  
FS – Follow Up Survey 
FH – Feature Helpfulness 
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evaluated helpfulness of specific tool features. These were collected using a scale 
ranging from 1 “not helpful” to 4 “neutral” to 7 “very helpful.” Moreover, 
participants were asked open ended questions regarding the process and tool that 
they used. The wording for both the Design Exploration and text condition were 
identical (Table IX). Optionally, participants were interviewed to get clarifications 
that the interviewer deemed needed. 
Table IX. Follow up survey open ended questions 
Item Design Exploration & Text 
FQ1 What was good about the tool? 
FQ2 What was good about the process? 
FQ3 What was bad about the tool? 
FQ4 What was bad about the process? 
FQ5 What additional features are needed in the tool to assist this process? 
FQ6 What were obstacles to understanding end user communication? 
 
7.2 Amenities Identification 
One goal of the evaluation was to assess end user expressions identified by 
software designers in each condition. One aspect is to look at the amount of information 
generated as well as the uniqueness of the information garnered. Fluency and novelty 
creativity metrics can help assess these aspects [Shah et al. 2003]. In this study these 
metrics are applied to each condition as a whole rather than to individuals. While it 
would be appropriate to apply these metrics individually to participants in the control 
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group, in the other two conditions participants are reporting information they find in the 
set of information as the whole. It would not make sense to attribute information that 
they identify to a particular participant. 
In the study, software designer participants were asked to focus on a subset of the 
data. This bounds the scope of analysis to a set of information that is comparable and 
these short descriptions were also easier to analyze objectively. Amenity identification 
was used for this task. Originally, this task was included with the main task items. 
However, a pilot participant revealed time management issues. Consequently, this task 
was separated into an individual 15 minute activity performed prior to answering other 
questions in the software designer’s exploration task. The control group represents a 
baseline for comparing what software designers identify from end user expressions with 
what a software designer would identify without this input. 
7.2.1 Results 
The amenity lists provided by participants were sorted and grouped together to 
form a set of concepts to compare the amenities produced in each condition (Appendix 
E). The grouping was done at a conceptual level. So, distinct terms such as “hot tub” and 
“Jacuzzi” were both counted as the same concept. Some participants’ lists contained 
amenities that combined concepts identified by other participants as separate items. 
These items were split. For example, one subject identified paid internet. This was 
counted for both the concept of providing internet as well as under the concept of items 
included at no additional charge. Also, some amenities were considered as being part of 
a larger concept. For example, parking was identified by several participants while some 
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also indicated types of parking e.g., covered or garage. In some cases this resulted in 
taking what was presented as a single concept and analyzing it as multiple concepts. For 
example, one user responded “parking (street, lot, numbered, covered, garage).” In this 
case not only was the concept parking used, but also each type of parking identified was 
considered a separate concept. 
7.2.1.1 Fluency 
Fluency indicates “how prolific one is in generating ideas” [Shah et al. 2003]. 
For this analysis, fluency is reported as the ratio of concepts identified in a condition to 
the sum of concepts identified by all conditions. Several users in the control group 
identified the same amenities and used very similar phrasings. For example 3 of the 5 
Control participants identified ceramic tile and no other type of flooring. It turns out that 
the Google definitions page shown to all users to ensure they knew the meaning of the 
term “amenities” also included examples that listed several amenities (Appendix D). 
This also explains why an amenity such as “hair dryer” appeared on this list since this is 
more commonly seen as an amenity for a hotel room and not one for residential housing. 
So a modified analysis (with correction) did not credit participants in the control group 
for concepts appearing on the definitions page. Participants in the Design Exploration 
and Text conditions were still given credit for those concepts since they were reporting 
what was found in end user expression, and those end users did not have access to this 
definition information when they generated their expressions. Both the corrected and 
uncorrected scores are presented since some users in the Control group probably 
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duplicated amenities on the definitions page without utilizing the definitions that 
appeared there. The corrected and uncorrected results are shown in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47. Fluency for amenities task. 
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Figure 48. Novelty scores for amenities task. 
7.2.1.2 Novelty 
Novelty deals with the uniqueness of a concept in relation to others [Shah et al. 
2003]. Concepts created by only one condition are considered highly original whereas 
concepts generated by all conditions are not original. Each concept identified in the 
study was assigned a novelty value of 1 (identified in only one condition), 0.25 (shared 
by two conditions), or 0 (shared by all conditions). A novelty score was calculated for 
each condition by summing the novelty values for each concept identified in that 
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condition. This score was calculated for both corrected and uncorrected cases as was 
described in the previous section. These results are shown in Figure 48. 
It is also informative to look at a Venn diagram of the concepts identified by each 
condition to see the distribution of unique concepts, shared concepts, and concepts 
identified in all three conditions. The corrected results of the 154 amenities concepts are 
shown in Figure 49, and the uncorrected results for the 167 amenities concepts are 
shown in Figure 50. 
 
Figure 49. Venn diagram of 154 amenities concepts with correction. 
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Figure 50. Venn diagram of 167 amenities concepts without correction. 
7.2.2 Discussion 
The expectation was that the control group would be less fluent and have a lower 
novelty score than both conditions gathering input from end users. The results do not 
support this. There are several factors confounding the results. The first was the 
influence of the definition page on the amenities identified as discussed before. 
However, even after correction the control group still had higher scores than either of the 
user groups.  
Another issue is that all participants acting as designers were graduate students. 
Consequently, they are also members of the end user population. One of the goals of the 
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Design Exploration process is to collect domain information from domain experts for 
software designers who are not also experts in the domain.  
Next, the nature of the task also contributes to these differences. End users in the 
Builder study were not instructed to focus on amenities specifically. Any amenities 
expressed by end users (and then identified by software designers) were generated as a 
side effect of their design task. Those designers in the control group were given a 
specific amenities task and were also seeded with amenities concepts through the 
definitions page. While some correction was made for specific amenities appearing on 
the page, other amenities sparked by larger descriptions were not addressed.  
Finally, since this was an identification task for all except the control group, 
amenities could have been missed and in fact some were. For example, only one 
participant in the control group identified the type of housing as an amenity (specifically 
house, duplex, fourplex, and apartments). However, an even more extensive list was 
expressed by a user in an interface design (Figure 51). This accounted for four original 
concepts for the control group but was not identified by anyone with access to this user 
expression. 
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Figure 51. Combo box identifying types of housing. 
One of the goals for including a large number of users is to gather a more 
complete set of software information than is available with a few. If a few users are able 
to provide this complete set of information, then the information gathered from each 
condition should be somewhat homogenous. Regardless and perhaps in spite of the 
problems encountered, the data indicates that approximately 70% of the concepts 
generated were unique to one of the conditions and only about 30% of the concepts were 
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shared by more than one condition. While it is unlikely that Design Exploration collects 
all of the information needed for software design, this data shows that including more 
end users results in the collection of a greater portion of this information than is possible 
with just a few users. This underscores that no single approach or person identifies all 
possibly relevant information. Moreover, the concepts generated through the Design 
Exploration process were roughly equivalent to those produced in the text condition. 
7.3 Feature Identification 
Software design involves understanding potential work practices and including 
features to support those practices. In the amenities task, the goal was to see fluency and 
novelty within the target domain so the scope of the identification was limited. However, 
features and their identification are harder to pin down. The goal in this task is to 
identify software features and priorities for those features as indicated by end users and 
designers. Fluency and novelty metrics do not apply to this analysis since responses 
were limited in number. However, comparisons of features identified in each condition 
and their overlap is informative. 
7.3.1 Results 
Each designer participant identified the four most popular features identified by 
users (or what Control group designers thought would be the four most popular 
features). Designers were then asked to list the four most important features based on 
their own opinions. The features identified in each case were organized and sorted in a 
similar way to amenities in the previous section (Appendix F). Figure 52 shows the 
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Venn diagram of the 24 popular features identified in each condition. Figure 53 shows 
the Venn diagram of the 24 important features identified in each condition. 
 
Figure 52. Venn diagram of popular features in each condition. 
Participants (except for those in the control group) were asked to identify 
features indicated by only one or a few users, i.e. rare features. Some features were 
identified as both popular and rare, and in two cases a participant did this seemingly 
contradictory assignment. When there was contradiction with a user, the rare case was 
used since this response was elicited further in the feedback form. The use of the word 
“popular” might have led some participants to add an element of judgment so that they 
indicated what they thought would be the most popular features from those identified in 
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the data regardless of its frequency. Moreover, the second question was stated in a way 
that was more directly about frequency of occurrence. So these interpretation issues 
might explain these seemingly contradictory assignments. In three cases features were 
rare in one condition and popular in the other. In these cases, the features were allocated 
as popular rather than rare since it was popular in another condition. Alternatively, those 
identifying it as rare may have just overlooked additional occurrences when exploring 
the information under a time constraint. 
 
Figure 53. Venn diagram of important features in each condition. 
The features identified as popular and the features identified as rare were 
compared with those identified as important too see what features considered important 
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by software designers were also identified as popular and rare. 11 popular features also 
appeared as an important feature. Furthermore, participants in the two groups pulling 
from user expressions identified 14 features that were only identified by one or a few 
users. 6 of these rare features also appeared as an important feature.  
 
Figure 54. Venn diagram of important, popular and rare features. 
7.3.2 Discussion 
The control group participants were able to predict many popular features; 
however, there were still many popular features they did not identify. If the designers 
had been given more slots to identify popular features, they might have done better with 
this prediction. Regardless, their identification of the most popular was still off. This is 
an expected outcome. Getting at knowledge that end users possess but that software 
engineers do not know is one of the motivations for including users in the software 
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design process to. This is true even when the designers are part of the end user 
population as discussed earlier. 
One premise for including a large number of end users is to generate a more 
complete set of information for further expansion, analysis, and refinement. Since 
designers were identifying higher level features and could summarize across end users, 
the second study was not able to distinguish the types of information contained in end 
user expressions. In any case, the data indicates the range of data that can be obtained 
from a large group of people regardless of the mode of expression.  
As pointed out before, rare items might be extremely important and desired by 
other members of the end user population if they were aware of it. So, when presented 
with these concepts other end users might see these as being necessary. In this study, 
designers identified features that were rare in the set of information they were exploring. 
A rare feature not included as an important feature could well be a feature that might 
become crucial. This approach provides a way of collecting rare features that could be an 
important part of a software design effort. These features would remain unidentified if 
using a small sample of representative users.  
7.4 DE Tool and Process 
The questions in the follow up survey (Table VIII and Table IX) serve two 
purposes. The first is to determine participants’ perceptions of the process of collecting 
user expression from a set of users via the mode of expression used in their condition 
and using that expression to identify domain and software requirements information. The 
second is to gain insight into how the tool assists and hinders this process. Such an 
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understanding can be used to improve use of this process and the iterative development 
of tools that support it. 
 
Figure 55. Average response values for follow up survey. 
7.4.1 Quantitative Responses 
In the first set of scaled responses, questions FS1, FS3, FS4, and FS9 address the 
process. FS1 provides a rough quality assessment via designer’s perceptions of the 
domain information they identified. FS3 and FS4 probe how well designers saw their 
understanding of end user expression. FS9 asks their opinion on the viability of the 
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process for collecting information from users. The average response from all designers 
fell on the agreement side of neutral (Figure 55). However, in all cases except FS9 
agreement was stronger for designers in the text condition than those in the Design 
Exploration condition. 
Questions FS2, FS5, FS6, FS7 and FS8 address the use of a tool for the process. 
FS2 and FS8 deal specifically with the tool used in the study. FS2 deals with navigating 
user expression with the tool provided. The FS2 response for the Design Exploration 
condition (4.4) fell on the disagree side of neutral (4) whereas the response for the text 
condition was firmly on the agree side (2) (Figure 55). FS8 directly asks whether the tool 
assisted the process. While both responses were affirmative, the response for the Design 
Exploration group was barely to the agree side of neutral. 
FS5, FS6 and FS7 deal with the general idea of whether a tool is needed for the 
process. FS7 directly asks whether a tool is needed to assist the process. FS5 and FS6 
seek this information more indirectly by asking whether having more user expressions to 
analyze would significantly increase difficulty and time respectively. Users in both 
conditions agreed that it would. 
The last four questions ask about the helpfulness of specific features found in the 
tool they used. All four were given to designers in the Design Exploration condition. 
Only the first two were given to designers in the text condition because of their modified 
tool. Both groups found search overlay and the terms helpful (Figure 56). Similarity 
navigation received a neutral response, and clusters received a response just to the 
helpful side of neutral. 
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Figure 56. Average responses for feature helpfulness. 
7.5 Summary 
The study of Design Exploration Analyzer provided insight into information 
garnered through the Design Exploration process in relation to information gathered 
textually and information gathered without end user input. The amenities and features 
identified show that there were large areas where information gathered in each condition 
did not overlap indicating that the information gathered in each approach was different. 
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However, the study was not designed to assess differences in the types of information 
produced by end users in each condition. 
While not overwhelmingly positive, designers saw value in the information 
gathered in each condition. Results might have been influenced by the time constraints 
imposed in the study since information provided by end users was missed by designers 
exploring the information space. Regardless, designers were able to use the tools 
supplied to assist their navigation and analysis. Further tool improvements should 
improve the ability to explore and analyze end user expressions. 
Overall the approach is good. It gets needed information from a large set of end 
users expressions; however, this type of analysis is a new activity for software designers 
and needs support. The current use of textual and spatial analysis for clustering does 
provide navigational support, but is not sufficient, especially for designers new to the 
process. As with most techniques for gathering information from users, software 
designers must learn to use and understand the data collected. The evaluation occurred in 
a context where designers did not have enough time to go through the learning process 
needed to understand and utilize this approach and end user expressions. 
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8. OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE WORK 
This dissertation has only scratched the surface of exploring the application of 
this approach to collecting and analyzing end users expressions for software design. The 
current system uses separate Java applications to collect and analyze end user 
expressions. However, as pointed out earlier, end users can be geographically 
distributed. Moreover, with all of the security issues prevalent in current computing 
environments, users will be unwilling to install an application onto their computer. 
Additionally, users would then need to send the files generated containing their partial 
designs to software designers. Many of these logistic issues can be resolved by 
implementing this approach via a web-based framework as well as enable additional 
interactions. Current work is converting the Design Exploration Builder and Analyzer 
for use within a web-base framework. 
End users indicated some frustration with the limitations of their modes of 
expression. In some cases the limitations imposed were inadvertent. Future versions of 
the Design Exploration Builder should look at ways to expand the modes of expression 
available for users. Future versions should allow selection of different modes of 
expression including textual expression. In many instances, the desired expressiveness is 
related to aesthetic modifiability. However, this could confound data collection. A 
challenge is to provide extended expressiveness while keeping end user focus on 
semantic content. 
One type of expressiveness desired by some users was to specify explicit 
relationships between widgets and other windows, e.g. showing the window that a button 
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opens. However, adding this type of functionality to the Design Exploration Builder 
adds additional complexity to the application. Consequently, this needs to be done in a 
way that maintains the sit down and use nature of this application. Collection of formal 
information from end users will enhance the automatic analysis that supports exploration 
by designers. For example, the spatial parser can be imprecise. Getting users to create 
interface structures recognized by the spatial parser would enhance analysis. Finding 
ways to encourage the expression of formal information without hindering end users’ 
free form expressions remains an important area for research. 
In Design Exploration’s current incarnation, end users work in isolation while 
creating their designs. A next step is exploring how collaboration in various forms would 
influence the process. This collaboration could take several forms whether synchronous 
or asynchronous. For example, commenting systems are common and this type of 
approach could be a way for users and designers to provide feedback and get 
clarification for different aspects of partial designs. 
A branching history mechanism is built into the Design Exploration Builder. 
However, since its existence was hidden from end users, it was not utilized. Making 
history visible to end users might encourage the exploration of different design paths. 
Regardless, history can provide insight into the constructive process. This temporal 
aspect of user expression needs to be examined and understood. One further use of 
history could occur in the context of collaboration. If users are aware of each others 
histories, they might use points in those histories as starting points for their own 
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contributions. One challenge is to allow this cross seeding while avoiding design fixation 
[Jansson and Smith 1991]. 
Sketching interfaces provide many affordances for collecting partial designs that 
maintains the focus on semantics and away from aesthetic tuning. The current version of 
the Builder does not support sketching since most users do not have a pen based 
apparatus that enables sketching and, sketching is difficult using a mouse. However, 
systems with a pen based interface that can support sketching are more common than in 
the past. This mode for collecting user input should be revisited. A system that provides 
both the current approach for interface design as well as a sketching option would 
provide a system that works for all users and allow sketching for those so equipped. 
While research as been done in this area that focused on designer sketching [Landay 
1996; Landay and Myers 2001], sketching by end users probably has different 
characteristics that will need to be understood to integrate it into the Design Exploration 
process. 
As stated previously, support is needed to assist designers as they analyze a large 
number of partial designs. This support takes two forms: access and analysis. The 
current version of the Design Exploration Analyzer provides access. However, there is 
no support for analysis. In most cases when working with a few users, a more 
comprehensive analysis of each representative user’s data is performed. However, in the 
Design Exploration process it is impractical to do this type of in depth analysis of each 
user’s partial design. This is similar to users being overwhelmed with information from 
internet searches. What is needed is something to help designers as they sort through and 
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prioritize the various partial designs provided by users since it will be impractical to look 
at all partial designs in depth. This is similar to the task of document triage but for partial 
designs instead of documents [Marshall and Shipman 1997]. The unique characteristics 
of triage for software design needs to be understood and supported. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
End user involvement in software design is considered crucial. There are a 
variety of methods for including users in design. Methods such as surveys and 
questionnaires can gather data from a large population. But, the formatting of questions 
to assist the process of analysis constrains the expression of information. Consequently, 
the richness of the information is limited. Richer information can be garnered from users 
with face to face methods, but require more effort per user and so only a few 
representative users can be involved. This dissertation presented Design Exploration, an 
approach that falls somewhere between these two extremes.  
In Design Exploration, end users communicate their desires for what the software 
should do by creating interface mock ups augmented with textual annotations. Interface 
construction provides an engaging environment that situates users into the context of the 
application and its use. The partial designs created by a set of end users are collected and 
analyzed by software designers.  
Two tools were developed to support this process, the Design Exploration 
Builder and Analyzer. The Design Exploration Builder supports end user generation of 
low fidelity partial designs via end user creation of windows and the arrangement of 
widgets in them. Textual descriptions can also be added to express information that 
might not be obvious or that is difficult to express using only the visual representation. 
The Analyzer tool supports the navigation and search of annotated partial designs using 
a combination of both textual and spatial analysis.  
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The Builder study compared user expressions generated textually, through 
interface construction without the ability to annotate, and through interface design with 
annotation capability. Only the text group felt they expressed everything they wanted to 
express; however, people are probably more skilled at expressing themselves textually 
since this is something that is taught in school and is more practiced.  
Regardless, the affordances of different modes of communication were desired. 
Those in the textual condition felt it would be good to be able to show layout 
information and those in the interface construction conditions wanted to be able to make 
more global textual comments. In some cases, users bypassed the constraints imposed in 
the study to express information. These results indicate that user expression in this 
process should not be constrained, but enabled in such a way that users can choose their 
mode of expression whether it is interface construction, textual descriptions or both. 
They can then choose the mode that is most comfortable to them or is most conducive 
for communicating particular information. Moreover, users in the interface construction 
conditions expressed details and types of information that were not generated in the text 
only condition. 
The analyzer study compared information identified by software designers that 
was gathered in three conditions. In the control condition, software designers generated 
responses without the benefit of user expression. In the two other conditions software 
designers generated responses by mining end user expressions gathered through either 
the Design Exploration process or textually. Moreover, designers’ perceptions of the 
Design Exploration process were determined.  
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End users liked and disliked expressing information in their various conditions. It 
is likely that some of these dislikes were due to constraints hindering preferred modes of 
expression. In fact some subjects in the first study did not want to stop when their time 
was completed. Communicating in a user’s preferred mode of expression results in a 
more engaging activity. So freedom of expression coupled with the extended amount of 
information available from a large population allows Design Exploration to be a process 
that collects information from a large number of users in a more engaging manner than 
questionnaires.  
The Analyzer study showed that the tasks of identifying amenities and software 
features produced approximately equivalent information in each condition. While the 
study was not able to distinguish between the types of information and the details 
contained in the information collected textually and through interface construction, the 
large amount of unique concepts identified show that different information was garnered 
from each mode of user expression.  
The evaluation shows that Design Exploration is a viable approach to collecting 
and analyzing information from a large number of users in spite of deficits in the tool 
design. End user expression of domain and software information occurs through the 
Builder tool and analysis of end users expressions by software designers occurs through 
the Analyzer tool. Further work is necessary on supporting the analysis of collections of 
annotated partial designs. Regardless, the Design Exploration process adds a technique 
to software designers’ toolbox that fills a void for engaging a larger number of end users 
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in software design that does not loose all of the richness of more in depth face to face 
approaches. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESIGN EXPLORATION STOPWORDS 
1. about 
2. access 
3. accesses 
4. all 
5. area 
6. back 
7. box 
8. box 
9. button 
10. buttons 
11. cancel 
12. check 
13. click 
14. clicked 
15. clicking 
16. close 
17. combo 
18. continue 
19. data 
20. database 
21. downclick 
22. rightclick 
23. enter 
24. entered 
25. exit 
26. field 
27. finish 
28. finished 
29. go 
30. input 
31. label 
32. labeled 
33. link 
34. list 
35. main 
36. menu 
37. ok 
38. open 
39. opened 
40. opening 
41. opens 
42. option 
43. options 
44. page 
45. print 
46. press 
47. pressed 
48. push 
49. pushed 
50. quit 
51. radio 
52. screen 
53. screens 
54. select 
55. selected 
56. selection 
57. selects 
58. showing 
59. submit 
60. take 
61. takes 
62. text 
63. their 
64. theirs 
65. thing 
66. things 
67. title 
68. titled 
69. user 
70. widget 
71. widgets 
72. window 
73. windows 
74. a 
75. b 
76. c 
77. d 
78. e 
79. f 
80. g 
81. h 
82. i 
83. j 
84. k 
85. l 
86. m 
87. n 
88. o 
89. p 
90. q 
91. r 
92. s 
93. t 
94. u 
95. v 
96. w 
97. x 
98. y 
99. z
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APPENDIX B 
ANALYZER STUDY TUTORIALS 
Tutorials were provided to study participants using a version of the Design 
Exploration Analyzer. The web pages for the Design Exploration tutorial 
(tutorialDE.zip) and the Text tutorial (tutorialText.zip) are located in zipped folders that 
can be found with the files that accompany this dissertation.  
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APPENDIX C 
ANALYZER STUDY SCENARIOS 
• Design Exploration 
You are working for a software development company, and are preparing 
information regarding a new project for your supervisor. 
The project is to develop software that college students will use to assist them in 
their search for housing.  The company is using the Design Exploration process (See 
web information) to solicit initial information from a set of potential users. They were 
given the following task: 
A software company is developing a software 
program to help college students find housing. Since 
college students will be using this program, you have been 
asked to provide input for the program. 
You are to provide as much information about 
what this program should do during the next hour. Please 
start with what you think is most important. 
Each user provided this information using the Design Exploration creation tool to 
create partial designs.  
Prior to writing formal requirements, you are trying to get a grasp of the domain 
and user expectations. For your report, you are to provide the following information. 
 
Note: When asked for rationale, you should support your opinion. If the support 
is based on user data, you should refer to that information (e.g. partial designs, windows, 
widgets, exploration tool features) so others can locate those information sources.  
Note: Rationale should be succinct since time is limited. 
 
• Text 
You are working for a software development company, and are preparing 
information regarding a new project for your supervisor. 
The project is to develop software that college students will use to assist them in 
their search for housing.  They were given the following task: 
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A software company is developing a software 
program to help college students find housing. Since 
college students will be using this program, you have been 
asked to provide input for the program. 
You are to provide as much information about 
what this program should do during the next hour. Please 
start with what you think is most important. 
Each user provided this information typing textual descriptions into MS Word..  
Prior to writing formal requirements, you are trying to get a grasp of the domain 
and user expectations. For your report, you are to provide the following information. 
 
Note: When asked for rationale, you should support your opinion. If the support 
is based on user data, you should refer to that information (e.g. documents, exploration 
tool features) so others can locate those information sources.  
Note: Rationale should be succinct since time is limited. 
 
• Control 
You are working for a software development company, and are preparing 
information regarding a new project for your supervisor. 
The project is to develop software that college students will use to assist them in 
their search for housing.   
Prior to writing formal requirements, you are trying to get a grasp of the domain 
and user expectations. For your report, you are to provide the following information. 
 
Note: When asked for rationale, you should support your opinion.  
Note: Rationale should be succinct since time is limited. 
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APPENDIX D 
ANALYZER STUDY DEFINITION PAGE 
A Google Definition Page for “amenities” was used to provide a reference 
definition during the Analyzer study. The definitions page (amenities.htm) that was 
saved and provided to participants is located in a zipped folder (amenities.zip) that can 
be found with the files that accompany this dissertation.  
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APPENDIX E 
ANALYZER STUDY AMENITIES GROUPING 
The Visual Knowledge Builder (VKB) was used to sort and group the amenities 
collected in the study into concepts for analysis. The VKB file (amenities.xvkb) can be 
found with the files that accompany this dissertation. Moreover, the installation package 
for VKB is included with the files that accompany this dissertation in a zipped folder 
(VKB_full.zip). 
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APPENDIX F 
ANALYZER STUDY FEATURES GROUPING 
The Visual Knowledge Builder (VKB) was used to sort and group the features 
collected in the study into concepts for analysis. The VKB file (features.xvkb) can be 
found with the files that accompany this dissertation. Moreover, the installation package 
for VKB is included with the files that accompany this dissertation in a zipped folder 
(VKB_full.zip). 
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